HEARTLAND FIREWORKS LLC.

If you want BIG BREAKS, BIG COLOR, BIG NOISE Then you want BIG FIREWORKS and we have THEM!

You want your party or shows to be the Best- Give Boomer a Call 309-337-6607

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SALES OF FIREWORKS ACROSS THE MIDWEST AND BEYOND

NEW FOR 2022
CHAIN LINK 200 GRAM & 500 GRAM MULTI-SHOTS

NEW TECHNOLOGY
Developed no fuse needed. Put the Chain Link products together and they are designed to light one to next and on down the line no fuse.

If you want BIG BREAKS, BIG COLOR, BIG NOISE Then you want BIG FIREWORKS and we have THEM!

BE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR OVER 100’ OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2022!

4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8AM–9PM

Owners: Cindy & Dan “Boomer” Buntin - 309-337-6607

Heartland Fireworks - 20869 Outer Rd 27 • ST. FRANCISVILLE, MO
Heartland Fireworks - 29294 Hwy 136 • WAYLAND, MO
B&B Fireworks - 35764 US Hwy 61 • ALEXANDRIA, MO
B&B Fireworks • 20911 Outer Rd 27 • ST. FRANCISVILLE, MO

OWNERS: CINDY & DAN “BOOMER” BUNTIN - 309-337-6607

BE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR OVER 100’ OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2022!

NEW TECHNOLOGY
Developed no fuse needed. Put the Chain Link products together and they are designed to light one to next and on down the line no fuse.